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A MESSAGE FROM THE ZERO WEEKS TEAM
Thank-you for hosting a screening of ZERO WEEKS!
We are honored to be sharing it with you. We have
sought to make a film that is informative and inspiring but above all, one that serves as a compelling resource
and provides a solution based approach to the paid
leave crisis.
The absence of paid leave in this country is a personal
and public health catastrophe that leaves nobody
untouched. Everyone is going to grow old and many
of us will have children, become ill, and have a sick
spouse or loved one. Being able to take time off is
critical to early childhood development, and to personal
and public health. But far too many Americans do not
have access to paid leave and are unclear what they
can do to about it.
My purpose as a filmmaker lies within the ability to tell
stories that haven’t been told before. I’m interested in
digging beneath headlines and common perspectives,
into stories that have been buried by time, injustice,
ignorance or lack of interest. If history is commonly
written by those with privilege, power, access and
prominence, I want to tell the stories of those who have
been forgotten, lost or left out. ZERO WEEKS is one of
these. It illuminates how our country’s lack of paid family
leave hurts businesses and families alike.
The time for ZERO WEEKS is now. Hundreds
of businesses are considering paid leave and more
than 20 states have policies in play that could allow
for it. We want to leverage this moment and position the
film as a critical resource for institutions and advocates
committed to bringing paid leave about. Among
business leaders. And in communities across the nation.
We can’t do it without YOU, and we are deeply grateful
that you’ve stepped up to share the film. In doing so, you
are a pivotal part of a movement for more humane and
fair system for family and medical leave.

THANK YOU,

Ky Dickens
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FILM SYNOPSIS
Most Americans agree that family comes first, but we
are the only developed country without paid leave. In
one of the richest nations in the world, having a baby, a
medical emergency or an aging parent can be a trigger
into poverty. Weaving powerful personal stories with
insightful interviews, ZERO WEEKS, explores America’s
paid leave crisis and the cost of doing nothing. ZERO
WEEKS is the fourth film by award-winning director, Ky
Dickens, a female director with a track record of using
her work to shift public opinion.

FIND OUT MORE ONLINE
AT ZEROWEEKS.COM

A DOCUMENTARY FILM BY KY DICKENS
You can access the director’s bio here.

PLANNING TIMELINE
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PLANNING TIMELINE

4-6 WEEKS IN ADVANCE
- Check out the Trailer and find out more about
the film at www.zeroweeks.com
- Please come watch the film and spread the word to others!
- Make posts to social media!
- Find partners!
- Reach out to your personal and professional networks.
Rally your community and allies to pull it off.

SPREAD THE WORD
Reach out to your personal and professional networks. Rally
your community and allies to pull it off.
Below is a sample email you can use to reach out:
Dear NAME,
I am reaching out to invite you to a sneak peek screening
of the brand new film ZERO WEEKS on DATE at NAME
(ADDRESS). ZERO WEEKS is a feature length documentary
that explores America’s paid leave crisis and the cost of
doing nothing. Weaving powerful stories together with
insightful interviews from leading economists, doctors,
parents, business leaders, employees, policy makers and
researchers, ZERO WEEKS makes the case and shows how
America can provide paid leave to every worker. Looking at
the issue from a personal, parental, medical, financial and
global perspective, ZERO WEEKS tackles a difficult and
seemingly complex issue in a fun, compelling, and easy-todigest way.
Check out the film trailer and find out more about the film
at zeroweeks.com
Please come watch the film and spread the word to others!

PLANNING TIMELINE (SOCIAL MEDIA)

MAKE POSTS
TO SOCIAL MEDIA
You will receive example promotional posts for your
screening every week from the ZERO WEEKS team.
Facebook and twitter posts are only seen by a small
percentage of friends and followers, so post often.
Make sure to use the hashtag #ZeroWeeks.
Follow ZERO WEEKS on Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/ZeroWeeks/)
and Twitter and Instagram (@zeroweeks). Share and
retweet posts to build buzz about the film.

SAMPLE TWEETS
We’re hosting a screening of ZERO WEEKS at TIME /
DATE / THEATER - Get your tickets before DEADLINE
DATE. #ZeroWeeks
Support Paid Family Leave - join us at the movies for
ZERO WEEKS at TIME / DATE / THEATER - get your
tickets here: LINK. #ZeroWeeks
For questions or assistance regarding social media
posts, contact us at info@zeroweeks.com

More tweets about paid leave can be found on the
resources page of our website.

For questions or assistance regarding social media
posts, contact us at info@zeroweeks.com
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On the resources page of our website, we also have short video clips that you can share with your
networks. You can share those by visiting the resources page of our website or clicking on the
thumbnails below:

STICKY FLOOR

PAID LEAVE VS PAID SICK DAYS

ONLY INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRY
WITHOUT PAID LEAVE

ELDER BOOM

AMERICA’S RANKINGS:
HAPPINESS AND WELLBEING

PAID LEAVE IMPACT
ON CANADA VS U.S. GDP

WORKPLACE DISCRIMINATION
AGAINST MOMS

PLANNING TIMELINE

FIND PARTNERS
Don’t go it alone! Think about groups and organizations that might have an interest or stake in
the issues raised by ZERO WEEKS . Reach out to local colleges and universities, middle and high
schools, responsible business associations, environmental and political organizations, and places of
worship.
Here is a sample email for reaching out:
Dear NAME,
I’m reaching out to invite you to an upcoming sneak peek screening of the new film ZERO WEEKS .
The United States is the only developed nation in the world that doesn’t offer paid family leave. For
millions of Americans, the birth of a new child, a cancer diagnosis or the need to take care of an
aging parent can mean financial ruin or unemployment.
Weaving powerful stories together with insightful interviews from leading policy makers,
economists, and researchers, ZERO WEEKS is a new documentary that makes the case for
guaranteed paid leave for every American worker. The film takes a compelling look at the issue
from an emotional, medical, financial and global perspective.
You can watch the trailer on the website here: www.zeroweeks.com
We would love to see you in the audience and would appreciate any help you can offer to get the
word out in our community. Please let me know if you are able to attend. If you are willing to help
promote the event to your member/students/congregation, I will send you example social media
posts and an email template.
Thanks,
NAME

INVITE DECISION MAKERS
Who’s making decisions regarding paid leave in your community, city and state?
Who influences these decisionmakers? Be sure to invite policy makers, elected officials of different
parties, small business and corporate representatives to your screening.
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3 WEEKS IN ADVANCE
Make at least 2 posts throughout the week announcing
the screening on Social Media. Reintegrate that the
screening can only happen if people buy enough
tickets by a week before the screening.
Post the event to community calendars – including
those hosted by local papers, weekly publications,
radio stations, etc.

2 WEEKS IN ADVANCE
Send a press advisory to local media (see the
GET PRESS section of this guide for a template).
Local news outlets can view a screener in advance
of the event. To request a link, please contact
screenings@zeroweeks.com.
Remind your personal and professional network
to get their tickets and spread the word.
Make 2 posts throughout the week announcing the
screening on Social Media. Reiterate that the screening
can only happen if people buy enough tickets by a
week before the screening.

1 WEEK IN ADVANCE
Make follow up calls to local press to make sure
they received the release. Ask them to cover the
event. Highlight the local relevance of the issues the
film raises.
Go over the program with speakers so you are all
prepared and in agreement about the format and focus
of the event.

PLANNING TIMELINE

GET PRESS
Contact editors of local blogs and newspapers.
Below is a sample press release you can copy and send to local news outlets:

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT: [YOUR NAME]
[YOUR EMAIL, PHONE NUMBER]
A one-time, sneak peek screening of the new documentary ZERO WEEKS, by filmmaker Ky
Dickens will be happening at [VENUE NAME] on [DATE] at [TIME]. The event is hosted by [NAME OF
HOST ORGANIZATIONS].
The United States is the only developed nation in the world that doesn’t offer paid family leave.
For millions of Americans, the birth of a new child, a cancer diagnosis or the need to take care of
an aging parent can mean financial ruin or unemployment. Weaving powerful stories together with
insightful interviews from leading policy makers, economists, and researchers, ZERO WEEKS is
a new documentary that makes the case for guaranteed paid leave for every American worker.
The film takes a compelling look at the issue from an emotional, medical, financial and global
perspective. ZERO WEEKS is the fourth film by award-winning director, Ky Dickens, a female
director with a track record of using her work to shift policy and public opinion. The film held its
world premiere at the prestigious Camden International Film Festival in September 2017.
Quote from [ORGANIZATION].
“All of my films were birthed from necessity,” said Ky Dickens, Director of ZERO WEEKS . “Following
the birth of my daughter, I was faced with the experience of inadequate maternity leave, which
left me in emotional and financial distress. That experience became a gateway for awareness that
millions of men and women face the same situation every year. The paid leave crisis does not only
affect new parents, but anyone who has struggled with a personal injury or life-threatening illness,
or cared for a sick spouse or aging parent.”
“The momentum behind the paid leave movement is undeniable,” said Ellen Bravo, co-director of
Family Values @ Work and the “Agent of Change” featured in ZERO WEEKS. “Activists all across
the country - including here in Maine - have been fighting for policies at the state and national
level; in just over a year, we’ve doubled the number of states (from 3 to 6) which passed paid leave.
Whether you are nursing a newborn, getting chemo, or taking care of an aging parent while trying
to earn a living, the lack of paid leave in this country impacts almost all of us. This film will be a
powerful tool to create awareness and engagement.”
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SAMPLE AGENDA

DOCUMENT AND REPORT BACK
Take pictures during the event and send them to us at screenings@zeroweeks.com. Post pictures of
the audience to social media using the hashtag #ZeroWeeks. The ZERO WEEKS team will follow up
with you soon after the screening with a brief feedback form.

SAMPLE AGENDA
START ON TIME (no later than 10 minutes past publicized start time)
BRIEF INTRODUCTION Welcome the audience and say a few words about
the fim. Acknowledge hosting organizations. Let the audience know that
there is an action-oriented program happening when the lights come up.
Ask everyone to stay for the discussion. Give them an estimated end time.
Ask the audience to tag any social media posts about the screening with
the hashtag #ZeroWeeks
VIEWING OF ZERO WEEKS 1 hour 23 minutes
DISCUSSION AND ACTION (30 - 45 minutes)
WRAP UP Thank the audience for coming and ask them to sign in
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DISCUSSION
SUGGESTED INTRODUCTIONS
- Acknowledge partners and any dignitaries/special people in the room.
- Let the audience know the intention of the filmmakers is to start a conversation and support
meaningful action to which everyone can contribute. Tell them there will be a program after the
film and encourage them to stay.

TIPS ON FACILITATING A Q&A
- During the discussion, raise the lights so people in the audience can see each other
- Identify one person who will moderate and have them briefly introduce panelists and speakers
before the discussion begins.Create space for announcements of upcoming community events
related to the film towards the end of the discussion
- Be sure to bring campaign materials to hand out and a sign-in sheet!

PANELISTS
Good to include a variety of partners—an impacted worker, small business supporter, partner from
early childhood or senior community, someone representing the coalition/campaign. Keep these
remarks brief—2-3 minutes each, to leave room for Q&A.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
To keep the conversation going, be prepared to raise and respond to questions like this (these
questions also work at house parties or other event with no panel):
QUESTIONS/FORMAT SUGGESTIONS
- Turn to your neighbor and share reflections on the film - What part most resonated with you? Take
a few minutes for folks to share some of these with larger group.
- What in the film do you think will be most compelling to people in your network?
- What in the film do you think will be most compelling to policymakers?If you were to pitch paid
leave to a small business leader, what would you highlight as the advantages?
- Describe the coalition in our state - who’s involved and why?
- What are the various ways people in the room get involved?
- Is there an action needed now?
- What are steps we can take together to promote paid leave at businesses in our community or
through policies?
- How have our local officials voted regarding paid leave?
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MAKING AN IMPACT
SPEAK OUT TO DECISION MAKERS
Text ZERO to 747464 to TAKE ACTION with MomsRising for Paid Leave!
You’ll then be immediately connected to your Congressional Representative and receive future
text alerts at critical moments when you can act for paid leave!

Write a letter asking your representative to support the federal FAMILY Act!
You can find your U.S. Senators and Representative's address here:
www.usa.gov/elected-officials

SAMPLE LETTER
DEAR [NAME OF REPRESENTATIVE],
In America, family should come first. And whether it’s for a new child, an elderly mom, or an ailing
partner, we all need to take care of our loved ones in sickness as in health.
That's why I need you to demonstrate support for the FAMILY Act and work towards its passage.
It's time to value all care and every family by ensuring at least 12 weeks —not ZERO WEEKS — of
paid family and medical leave.
We’re made to feel that affordable time to care is a personal problem, but it’s political — family
values too often end at the workplace door. We all need to provide for our loved ones AND care for
them. The result will be better individual health, and greater financial security for families,
businesses and the nation.
Please support and pass the FAMILY Act so we can all afford to be there for those we love.
[NAME]
[MAILING ADDRESS]
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LEARN MORE ABOUT THE ISSUES RAISED
BY ZERO WEEKS FROM OUR PARTNERS:
NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FOR
WOMEN & FAMILIES is dedicated to
fighting inequality in the workplace,
protecting reproductive rights, and
ensuring that affordable health care is
available to everybody. Their primary
mission is to support working mothers
and fathers so they can keep up with
their responsibilities to their homes and
their workplace.
nationalpartnership.org

FAMILY VALUES AT WORK , a coalition
of people and organizations from all
walks of life across 25 states dedicated
to ensuring there is paid family leave
and paid sick days everywhere in
the United States, having already
succeeded in 31 cities, 2 counties and 7
states.
familyvaluesatwork.org

CENTER FOR PARENTAL LEAVE
LEADERSHIP, an international
organization that works with other
companies to develop their own unique
paid family leave policies, arguing that
it leads to more productive employees
and a lower turnover rate.
cplleadership.com

MOMS RISING, a grassroots
organization that pushes for (among
other things) paid family leave,
affordable health care, an end to
discriminatory hiring practices against
women (mothers in particular) and
income inequality.
momsrising.org

CARING ACROSS GENERATIONS, an
advocacy group for the humane care of
our aging population, whether they are
poor and/or disabled. In their fight for
quality affordable care, Caring Across
Generations promote alternatives to
nursing homes and work to ensure
caregivers make livable wages.
caringacross.org

THE MAIN STREET ALLIANCE calls
for unity among business owners in
rejecting hate of any and all kinds.
The Main Street Alliance collects
news stories about policies that would
adversely affect small businesses,
post petitions in support of beneficial
policies, such as paid family leave.
mainstreetalliance.org

WORKING MOTHER, a bimonthly
magazine that offers mothers a variety
of tips, from navigating sexism at the
workplace to how best to engage your
child. Working Mother also compiles
a list of the most women-friendly
workplaces each year and celebrates
prominent working mothers.
workingmother.com

CENTER FOR AMERICAN PROGRESS,
a news organization that highlights
important issues, promotes policies
that address said issues, calls out the
lies peddled by conservatives and
leads the Generation Progress project
which teaches young adults how to be
policymakers.
americanprogress.org

RESOURCES
LEARN MORE ABOUT THE ISSUES RAISED BY
ZERO WEEKS FROM OUR PARTNERS (CONT’D):
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS,
a coalition of 66,000 medical
professionals that are primarily
concerned with babies, children and
teens receiving the medical care they
need and combating that social and
environmental factors that get in the
way of their mission.
aap.org

WOMEN AND GIRLS FOUNDATION, a
Pennsylvania based organization that
teaches young girls leadership skills,
fights to close the wage gap, supports
paid family leave, and is dedicated to
getting single mothers out of poverty.
wgfpa.org

MI FAMILIA VOTA, a non-partisan
organization that aims to get more
Latinos registered to vote as well as
advising immigrants on what their
rights are. Mi Familia Vota also works on
fighting climate change and promoting
workers’ rights.
mifamiliavota.org

WOMEN EMPLOYED has been a voice
for working women for over 40 years.
They've helped change public policies
and workplace practices by fighting to
ensure that all women can achieve
their aspirations and support
themselves and their families.
womenemployed.org

ZERO TO THREE, a Washington, D.C..
organization whose mission is to ensure
all babies and toddlers have a strong
start in life. By translating research into
a range of practical tools and
resources, they support the adults who
influence the lives of young children.
zerotothree.org
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